MAD LIBS® is fun to play with friends, but you can also play it by yourself! To begin with, DO NOT look at the story on the page below. Fill in the blanks on this page with the words called for. Then, using the words you have selected, fill in the blank spaces in the story.

Now you’ve created your own hilarious MAD LIBS® game!

### ENCLOSED WITH BIGFOOT

**NOUN** ________________________________

**A PLACE** ________________________________

**PART OF THE BODY** ________________________________

**NOUN** ________________________________

**ADJECTIVE** ________________________________

**ADJECTIVE** ________________________________

**PART OF THE BODY (PLURAL)** ________________________________

**ADJECTIVE** ________________________________

**ADJECTIVE** ________________________________

**TYPE OF FOOD** ________________________________

**VERB ENDING IN “ING”** ________________________________

**ANIMAL** ________________________________

**PART OF THE BODY (PLURAL)** ________________________________

**VERB ENDING IN “ING”** ________________________________

**CELEBRITY** ________________________________

**NOUN** ________________________________

**TYPE OF LIQUID** ________________________________

**TYPE OF FOOD** ________________________________
ENCOUNTER WITH BIGFOOT

Before they vanished, a well-trained ____________ of explorers sent an SOS from the snowy peaks of (the) ____________, claiming to have spotted Big-__________. This is what their ____________ said:

OMG, he’s real. I’m looking at ____________-foot right now. And he’s ____________! I’ve never seen such human ____________ on a creature so ____________! At first he looked as ____________ as we all were. But as we approached, he became cool as alan ____________, silently ____________ us. “What’s the matter?” I said. ____________ got your tongue?” But we couldn’t believe our ____________—he actually spoke! Now the creature won’t stop ____________ on and on about ____________ and ____________-flavored ____________. Help! Someone make this beast shut his ____________-hole!